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Abstract

The volume and diversity of training data are critical for modern deep learning-
based methods. Compared to the massive amount of labeled perspective images, 360◦

panoramic images fall short in both volume and diversity. In this paper, we propose
PanoMixSwap, a novel data augmentation technique specifically designed for indoor
panoramic images. PanoMixSwap explicitly mixes various background styles, fore-
ground furniture, and room layouts from the existing indoor panorama datasets and
generates a diverse set of new panoramic images to enrich the datasets. We first de-
compose each panoramic image into its constituent parts: background style, foreground
furniture, and room layout. Then, we generate an augmented image by mixing these
three parts from three different images, such as the foreground furniture from one im-
age, the background style from another image, and the room structure from the third
image. Our method yields high diversity since there is a cubical increase in image com-
binations. We also evaluate the effectiveness of PanoMixSwap on two indoor scene
understanding tasks: semantic segmentation and layout estimation. Our experiments
demonstrate that state-of-the-art methods trained with PanoMixSwap outperform their
original setting on both tasks consistently. The website for this paper can be found at
https://yuchenghsieh.github.io/PanoMixSwap.

1 Introduction
Panoramic images have become increasingly popular in indoor scene understanding tasks be-
cause they provide a comprehensive 360◦ view of a specific room. With the widespread avail-
ability of 360◦ cameras, generating panoramic images has become more convenient. This
inspired the development of various indoor panoramic datasets such as Stanford2D3D [2],
Matterport3D [3], PanoContext [33] and Structured3D [34], as well as the emergence of re-
lated tasks such as semantic segmentation, layout estimation, and depth estimation. These
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tasks leverage the unique characteristics of indoor panoramic images to enable a more holis-
tic and immersive understanding of indoor environments.

Despite the availability of indoor panoramic datasets, these images are limited in volume
and diversity compared to perspective images. For example, even Stanford2D3D [2], one
of the largest real-world indoor panoramic datasets, contains only 1,413 panoramic images
across 270 scene layouts. This scarcity of data presents difficulties in training models that
require both robustness and accuracy. To address this issue, data augmentation techniques
are often employed to artificially expand the dataset and enhance the diversity of training
samples, thereby mitigating the effects of limited data availability.

Data augmentation in panoramic images poses unique challenges compared to traditional
image data augmentation methods since the inherent structure and layout of panoramic im-
ages must be preserved during augmentation (e.g. for indoor panoramic images, ceilings
must be on top of walls and floors). Some traditional data augmentation techniques, such as
random cropping and free-angle rotation, may not be suitable for panoramic images as they
can disrupt the intrinsic structure. This underscores the importance of developing novel and
specialized data augmentation techniques for panoramic images.

Current panoramic augmentations are either traditional methods that can preserve the
panoramic formats, such as horizontal rotation and flipping, or methods specifically designed
for panoramic images like PanoStretch proposed by Sun et al. [22]. However, these methods
only work on a single image, which prevents them from combining the variability in different
panoramic images as explored by other augmentation methods for perspective images (e.g.
MixUp [32]). Therefore, present panoramic augmentation methods have limited capability
to generate more diverse images.

To address the limited diversity issue in current panoramic augmentations, we propose
a novel panoramic augmentation technique called PanoMixSwap, which utilizes multiple
panoramic views to augment data and take advantage of variations in different samples. By
using two or more panoramic images, semantic masks, and room layouts, we can generate
numerous combinations to diversify our training data. PanoMixSwap, as shown in Fig. 1,
is inspired by the observation that every indoor panoramic image typically consists of three
main parts: the room structure (i.e., layout), style of the background (including the ceiling,
floor, and each wall), and the foreground furniture. We use these three main parts from three
different indoor panoramic views to create a diverse set of augmented samples. Our method
leverages a two-stage network to sequentially fuse the background style and foreground fur-
niture into the chosen room layout. The resulting augmented images exhibit a wide range of
diverse outputs while preserving the structure of the original panoramic images. We evaluate
the effectiveness of our augmentation on two scene understanding tasks: semantic segmen-
tation and layout estimation. By incorporating PanoMixSwap during training, we observe
significantly improved performance compared to the original settings.

Our key contributions to PanoMixSwap are summarized below.

• We propose a novel data augmentation method PanoMixSwap for indoor panoramic
images. PanoMixSwap generates cubical increased diverse images by mixing three
source images while maintaining the structural integrity (i.e., layout). This approach
addresses the issue of limited availability in the training data and enhances the vari-
ability of the augmented images.

• We apply PanoMixSwap to two scene understanding tasks, semantic segmentation
and layout estimation. PanoMixSwap consistently improves results compared to the
original training setting.
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2 Related Works
Data Augmentations. In the field of computer vision, the size of the dataset plays a cru-
cial role in determining the final performance of the model; hence data augmentation is an
important technique for expanding training datasets. Existing data augmentation methods
can be categorized into two types: (1) those that use only one training sample to derive one
augmented sample and (2) those that use two or more training samples to derive one aug-
mented sample, also called mixup. The first type of augmentation consists of a considerable
amount of work, with traditional methods such as random cropping, image mirroring, and
color jittering [16] commonly used for 2D images, as well as more advanced approaches like
AutoAugment [7, 8] and GAN-based methods [19, 36]. Similarly, for panoramic images,
horizontal rotation and flipping techniques and Panostretch [22] introduced in Section 1 are
widely used in panoramic-related tasks. On the other hand, the second type of augmentation,
i.e., mixup, has been widely studied in 2D image processing, with several works proposing
techniques for linearly interpolating two input data points along with their corresponding
one-hot labels [11, 14, 26, 28, 29, 31, 32]. For example, Zhang et al. [31] generate virtual
training examples using mixup by linearly interpolating data points and their one-hot labels.
Yun et al. [29] introduce a random-cut rectangular region technique, where a portion of the
image is removed and replaced with a patch obtained from another image. Mixup techniques
have also been applied in the field of 3D point clouds [4, 25]. However, to the best of our
knowledge, no existing work currently applies the concept of mixup to panoramic images,
which serves as a key factor motivating our proposed approach, PanoMixSwap.
360◦ perception. The popularity of 360◦ cameras has recently surged, leading to an in-
creased interest in vision tasks related to panoramic images [1, 37]. Equirectangular pro-
jections (ERPs) are commonly used to represent and manipulate the wide field of view cap-
tured by these cameras. ERPs allow all captured information to be preserved in a single im-
age. However, they also introduce distortion that can impede the performance of traditional
convolution layers designed for perspective images. There has been extensive research on
spherical convolution layers [6, 10, 20, 21, 24] that are aware of these distortions. To use
360◦ panoramic images with conventional convolutional neural networks (CNNs) that have a
wide range of available pre-trained models, multiple perspective projections are employed to
project the image onto multiple planar images. However, this method results in a loss of in-
formation due to the projection process, which limits the field of view (FOV). Furthermore,
generating planar images from 360◦ panoramic images requires additional computational
resources and time, which increases exponentially with higher-resolution images. To ad-
dress the problems associated with projection-related works, several newer methods propose
different ways of padding [5, 27] and sampling [9] image boundaries to remove inconsisten-
cies in panoramic images. The icosahedron mesh [17, 30] provides a versatile and effective
method for representing 3D shapes and scenes in computer vision, particularly for tasks that
involve spherical or panoramic data.

3 PanoMixSwap
The commonly-used panoramic data augmentations mostly take only one sample as input.
However, the diversity of this kind of one-to-one mapping is rather limited. We propose
PanoMixSwap to mix three panoramic views into one, which is as clean and high-fidelity as
the source views. Thus, we can generate more diverse training samples which are beyond
the conventional panoramic augmentation.
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Figure 1: Pipeline of PanoMixSwap. PanoMixSwap involves three major inputs: style
sample, structure layout, and furniture sample. PanoMixSwap is composed of two blocks:
Style Fusing Block and Furniture Fusing Block. The Style Fusing Block generates a
foreground-free styled structure image that fuses the background style from the style im-
age and the room layout from structure layout. Furniture Fusing Block transforms furniture
from the furniture image onto the styled structure image to produce the final augmented im-
age and semantic mask.

3.1 Overview
Let S be a training sample consisting of an RGB image I ∈ RH×W×3, a semantic mask M ∈
[0,1]H×W×C in the form of one-hot vector with C classes, and layout coordinates L ∈RT×2×2

recording the T -walls room corner junctions on floor and ceiling. An output augmented
sample by PanoMixSwap is the combination of three main parts from three samples— room
layout structure of structure sample Srs, background style of style sample Sbs, and foreground
furniture setups of furniture sample Sfs. An overview pipeline of PanoMixSwap is illustrated
in Fig. 1. We first generate a styled structure image Iss by mixing the background appearance
from Sbs and the room layout Lrs from Srs:

Iss = StyleFusingBlock(Sbs,Lrs) , (1)

where the StyleFusingBlock is detailed in Sec. 3.2. We finally can generate the augmented
sample Saug by aligning the furniture setup of Sfs with the room layout Lrs and then changing
the background style using Iss:

Saug = FurnitureFusingBlock(Sfs,Lrs, Iss) , (2)

where FurnitureFusingBlock is detailed in Sec. 3.3.

3.2 Style Fusing Block
There are two requirements about the generated styled structure image Iss: i) the layout
structure should be the same as the room layout Lrs from structure sample Srs and ii) the
background appearance should be similar to the style sample Sbs with all the furniture re-
moved. To achieve this, we employ a semantic conditioned generative model, SEAN [35].
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Style Fusing Block
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wall 1
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wall 3
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Figure 2: Style Fusing Block.
Style Fusing Block is mainly
composed of Style Encoder and
Style Generator. The Style En-
coder is responsible for extract-
ing the embedded style vector
for each semantic region of the
style image. The Style Gen-
erator creates a foreground-free
styled structure image by gener-
ating the appearance of each se-
mantic region based on its cor-
responding style embedded vec-
tor.

Specifically, given a content semantic mask, SEAN generates the appearance of each seman-
tic region based on the corresponding semantic region from a reference image. We use Lrs
to generate the content semantic mask consisting of floor, ceiling, and walls where each wall
is assigned a unique class. The reference semantic mask is generated in the same way using
Lbs. To prevent generating the foreground, the reference semantic mask is further covered
by an additional ‘others’ class from the furniture and objects classes in Mbs. We assume the
number of walls is the same in Lrs and Lbs, so the walls can be one-to-one corresponding.
An overview of the Style Fusing Block is illustrated in (Fig. 2).

3.3 Furniture Fusing Block

The purpose of the Furniture Fusing Block is to fuse the furniture sample Sfs with the room
layout Lrs and the styled structure image Iss. To this end, we first align the image Ifs and the
semantic mask Mfs from their original layout Lfs to the target layout Lrs. The aligned image
and mask are denoted as Ifs→rs and Mfs→rs. The background pixels of Ifs→rs are then replaced
by Iss to change the background style. The final augmented sample is:

Saug = {mIfs→rs +(1−m)Iss, Mfs→rs, Lrs} , (3)

where m is the foreground mask computed from Mfs→rs. Below are the details of the align-
ment process.

Recap that we assume the number of walls is the same in Lfs and Lrs, and they are one-to-
one corresponding. We depict the overall process in Fig. 3. We first use the wall-wall bound-
ary annotated in Lfs to split the image columns of Ifs into multiple image column groups.
Each image column group is then processed by Horizontal Alignment Block and Vertical
Alignment Block sequentially. In the Horizontal Alignment Block, we use PanoStretch [22]
to stretch each image column group from its original width to the corresponding wall width
in Lrs. In the Vertical Alignment Block, we apply backward warping to each image column
to align with the ceiling-wall and floor-wall intersection in Lrs. The source and destination
coordinates for the backward warping are computed as follows. Let r be the destination row
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Changing selected wall’s width 𝑊

Styled Structure Layout
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Style Column Groups
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Figure 3: Furniture Fusing Block. Horizontal Alignment Block takes each furniture col-
umn group to produce the width-aligned column group that matches the wall width of the
corresponding styled structure column group using PanoStretch [22]. Vertical Alignment
Block views both the width-aligned furniture column group and the styled structure column
group into ceiling, wall, and floor parts. Then generate the final augmented column group
by back warping three parts of the width-aligned furniture column group (denoted aligned
furniture column group) to match the same height of three parts from the styled structure col-
umn group and replacing background pixel of the styled structure column onto the aligned
furniture column group. We repeat the process for T times to get the final augmented image.

index of an image column; the source index is computed as

Source(r) =


asrc −α(adst − r), if r < adst

bsrc +β (r−bdst), if r > bdst

asrc +(bsrc −asrc)
(r−adst)

(bdst −adst)
, otherwise

, (4)

where a,b are the index of the ceiling-wall and floor-wall intersection, α,β are hyperparam-
eters. The equations in Eq. 4 correspond to the warping regions of ceiling, floor, and wall
between source and destination. The image column groups are concatenated to form the
aligned image Ifs→rs. Semantic mask Mfs is processed in the same way to get Mfs→rs.

4 Experiments
We present the implementation details and visualizations of our PanoMixSwap in Section 4.1.
We showcase the effectiveness of our novel data augmentation technique on indoor 360◦ se-
mantic segmentation task in Section 4.2 and layout estimation task in Section 4.4.

4.1 PanoMixSwap
Implementation Detail. We focus on four-wall indoor panoramic images for simplicity.
To train the encoder-generator model discussed in Sec. 3.2, we adopt a similar pipeline as
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Furniture ImageStyle Image Augmented ImageStructure Image

Figure 4: Visualization of the results from our PanoMixSwap. The augmented image
(4th column) by our novel PanoMixSwap is a fusion of the room layout from the structure
image (1st column), the background style from the style image (2nd column), and the fur-
niture from the furniture image (3rd column). The images in the 1st and 2nd rows are from
Structured3D [34] while the images from the 3rd row are from Stanford2D3D [2].

proposed in SEAN [35] for training on both the Structured3D and Stanford2D3D datasets.
Specifically, we set the input image size to H = 256 and W = 512, use the Adam optimizer
with hyperparameters β1 = 0.5 and β2 = 0.999, and set the learning rate to 2e-4. We use a
batch size of 2 and train the model for 60 epochs on a single NVIDIA GTX 1080 Ti GPU.
The inference run-time for an image is about 2 seconds, so we apply our augmentation in an
offline manner for efficiency.
Visualizations. We illustrate the inputs and outputs of PanoMixSwap in Fig. 4. Our method
can generate a high-quality image by incorporating the background style, room layout struc-
ture, and furniture information from three different input samples. We use high-quality aug-
mented images to enrich the training set of different tasks. For instance, semantic segmenta-
tion training data can now be augmented to different room structures and background styles;
we can also synthesize different room styles and furniture setups for a given ground-truth
room layout.

4.2 Semantic Segmentation

Model, Dataset and Evaluation. In the semantic segmentation task, we use HoHoNet [23]
and PanoFormer [18], which are two state-of-the-art 360 semantic segmentator. We evaluate
PanoMixSwap’s ability to handle real-world and synthetic data by conducting experiments
on two datasets: Stanford2D3D [2] and Structured3D [34], whichttps://www.overleaf.com/project/64390116f8940e211f93e500h
respectively represent real-world and virtual-world environments. For Stanford2D3D [2], we
use fold 5a and fold 5b for validation and the remaining folds for training following prior
works. As for Structured3D [34], we follow the official training, testing, and validation set-
ting, where there are 3,000 scenes for training and 250 scenes for validation, and 250 scenes
for testing. We employ the class-wise mean intersection of union (mIoU) and mean accuracy
(mACC) for semantic segmentation evaluation.
Implementation Detail. In accordance with the original HoHoNet’s setting [23], we adopt
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similar implementation settings. For low resolution input, a shallow U-Net with planar CNN
is chosen, and the network is trained for 60 epochs on Structured3D [34] and 300 epochs
on Stanford2D3D [2], using a batch size of 16 and a learning rate of 1e-3 with polynomial
decay of factor 0.9. For high resolution input, ResNet-101 [12] is used as the backbone, and
the network is trained for 60 epochs on both Structured3D [34] and Stanford2D3D [2], with
a batch size of 4 and a learning rate of 1e-4 with polynomial decay of factor 0.9. For both
low resolution and high resolution images, Adam [15] is employed as the optimizer for cross
entropy loss.

In the case of PanoFormer [18], we use a batch size of 4 and an input resolution of
256*512 to train for 60 epochs. Additionally, Adam [15] is employed as the optimizer for
optimizing the cross entropy loss. To apply PanoMixSwap, we first generate an augmented
dataset with the same quantity as the original training data and combine the augmented
dataset and original training data into a single data set.
Quantitative Results. The results of experiments on Stanford2D3D [2], as shown in the
upper section of Table 1, reveal that the inclusion of our augmentation technique during
training leads to significantly higher mIoU and mACC scores on both HoHoNet [23] and
PanoFormer [18] compared to the original work without PanoMixSwap, across all models
and resolutions. Notably, in high resolution settings, training with PanoMixSwap yields a
remarkable improvement of 4.02% in mIoU and 2.43% in mACC for HoHoNet [23]. Based
on these compelling results, it is evident that PanoMixSwap technique consistently enhances
the mIoU and mACC in real-world indoor panoramic scenarios across different models and
resolutions. In addition to real-world scenarios, we also evaluate our augmentation in vir-
tual environment settings using Structured3D dataset [34], as presented in the lower part of
Table 1. The results demonstrate that training with PanoMixSwap leads to higher mIoU and
mACC scores in both low and high resolution settings, further substantiating the effective-
ness of our technique in virtual indoor panoramic scenarios.

Dataset Model Image Size PanoMixSwap mIoU(%) mACC(%)

Stanford2D3D
HoHoNet

64×128 - 31.67 46.27
✓ 34.60 47.76

256×512 - 36.13 50.25
✓ 41.25 52.50

1024×2048 - 52.00 65.00
✓ 56.02 67.43

PanoFormer 256×512 - 42.20 61.03
✓ 42.94 62.14

Structured3D HoHoNet

64×128 - 61.11 71.94
✓ 62.50 73.64

256×512 - 70.07 78.91
✓ 72.40 81.00

512×1024 - 80.80 87.98
✓ 81.96 88.52

Table 1: Quantitative comparison on semantic segmentation. Our novel PanoMixSwap
significantly improves two state-of-the-art semantic segmentators, HoHoNet [23] and
PanoFormer [18], on Stanford2D3D [2] and Structured3D [34].
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4.3 Layout Estimation

Model, Dataset and Evaluation. We utilize HorizonNet [22] and LGT-Net [13] to test the
effectiveness of PanoMixSwap on cuboid layout estimation task, and use the dataset intro-
duced in LayoutNet by Zou et al. [37] to estimate cuboid layout. This dataset comprises
514 annotated cuboid room layouts from PanoContext [33] and 552 annotated cuboid room
layouts from Stanford2D3D [2]. We follow train/valid/test split in layoutNet [37]. For eval-
uation, we use standard evaluation metrics proposed by Zou et al. [37] in cuboid layout
estimation, including intersection of union of 3D room layout (3DIoU), corner error (CE),
and pixel error (PE).
Implementation Detail. We follow all of the training settings in HorizonNet [22], which
employs a learning rate of 3e-4, and a batch-size of 24 for 300 epochs. In addition, we uti-
lize the training split of Stanford2D3D [2] and PanoContext [33] as training data. As for
LGT-net [13] we train for 1,000 epochs with a learning rate of 1e-4 and a batch-size of 6.
We follow the combined dataset scheme suggested by Zou et al. [38], which involved us-
ing the entire PanoContext [33] and the training split of Stanford2D3D [2] as the training
data in LGT-net [13]. For both HorizonNet [22] and LGT-net [13], we employ Adam opti-
mizer [15] with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999 and PanoStretch [22] during training. In training with
PanoMixSwap, We apply image augmentation only to the images in the Stanford2D3D [2],
and allocate half of the batch size to augmented data and the other half to training data.
Quantitative Results. Table 4.3 presents a comparison between the performance of using
PanoMixSwap during training and the original setting on Stanford2D3D [2]. The results
show that utilizing PanoMixSwap during training outperforms the original setting in 3DIoU,
CE on HorizonNet [22] and 3DIoU, PE on LGT-Net [13]. Especially on HorizonNet [22],
training with PanoMixSwap yields a significant improvement of 3.1% in 3DIoU. This signi-
fies that PanoMixSwap has the capability to diversify the training room style and furniture
setup, thereby enhancing the overall performance.

Model PanoMixSwap 3DIoU(%) CE(%) PE(%)

HorizonNet - 83.51 0.62 1.97
✓ 86.61 0.61 1.99

LGT-Net - 86.03 0.63 2.11
✓ 86.96 0.63 2.04

Table 2: Quantitative comparison on cuboid room layout estimation. Our PanoMixSwap
can improve HorizonNet [22] and LGT-Net [13] on LayoutNet dataset [37].

4.4 Comparison Between SOTA Augmentation

This section provides a comprehensive comparison between PanoMixSwap and 360 state-
of-the-art data augmentation – PanoStretch proposed by Sun et al. [22] on semantic segmen-
tation task and layout estimation task. The comparison results of semantic segmentation and
layout estimation are shown in Table. 3 and Table. 4, respectively. The results of the above
two tables show that utilizing PanoMixSwap outperforms PanoStretch in above two tasks.
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PanoStretch PanoMixSwap mIoU(%) mACC(%)

- - 52.00 65.00
✓ - 53.63 65.06
- ✓ 56.02 67.43
✓ ✓ 55.91 67.03

Table 3: Quantitative comparison between PanoMixSwap and PanoStretch on semantic
segmentation task. We use HoHoNet [23] on the Stanford2D3D dataset [2] for comparison.

Model PanoStretch PanoMixSwap 3DIoU(%) CE(%) PE(%)

HorizonNet
✓ - 83.88 0.63 2.00
- ✓ 85.15 0.62 1.98
✓ ✓ 86.59 0.62 1.94

LGT-Net
✓ - 85.98 0.65 2.11
- ✓ 86.60 0.62 2.06
✓ ✓ 86.96 0.63 2.04

Table 4: Quantitative comparison between PanoMixSwap and 360 PanoStretch across
the LayoutNet dataset [37] on layout estimation task.

4.5 Qualitative Comparison on Downstream Tasks

Fig. 5 presents a qualitative comparison of layout estimation and semantic segmentation. We
use HoHoNet [23] as semantic segmentator and HorizonNet [22] as layout estimator. More
qualitative results can be found in the supplementary materials.

5 Conclusion
We present PanoMixSwap, a novel data augmentation method for 360◦ indoor panoramic
images. PanoMixSwap aims to mix multiple panoramic images to address the issue of data
scarcity in panoramic image datasets. Moreover, PanoMixSwap introduces an intuitive idea
by decomposing a single indoor panoramic image into three distinct parts: foreground fur-
niture, background style, and room layout parts. Then, it mixes multiple panoramic images
by swapping these structural parts to generate diverse images. Finally, comprehensive ex-
periments demonstrate that PanoMixSwap consistently improves state-of-the-art models on
multiple 360◦ indoor scene understanding tasks.

RGB Ground TruthOriginal Setting W/ PanoMixSwap

Semantic 
Segmentation

Layout 
Estimation

Original Setting ResultsGround Truth Layouts PanoMixSwap Results

Figure 5: Qualitative comparison on layout estimation and semantic segmentation
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